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One of the more difficult decisions we made at Frieze wasn’t whether or not to feature 
the work of Jane Corrigan, but rather how to land on just a single painting to feature 
here; they’re all good. (And they’re all new.) The artist paints wet-on-wet, meaning she 
doesn’t let the oil paint dry in between layers—a move that risks muddy brown hues and 
overworked compositions. To prepare, Corrigan paints small oil sketches on paper; the 
resulting paintings retain the fluidity and movement of wet paint. Her characters, mostly 
young women from her imagination, could be from almost any time period; her scenes 
could be almost anywhere. Her primary subjects are vague; itcould be almost anywhere. Her primary subjects are vague; it’s her smaller, off-center, 
secondary subjects that tether the artist’s compositions to art historical, religious, and 
mythological references: cherubs in the clouds, a goat on a cliff, a beaming ray of light 
shining down from the heavens. Corrigan grew up in Shawville, Canada and moved to 
New York to attend graduate school (SUNY Purchase, 2009). She’s currently in a group 
show at Antoine Ertaskiran in Montreal, and has previously held solo shows at White 
Columns, Kerry Schuss, Retrospective, Feuer/Mesler, and Marinaro. Corrigan is cur-
rently in a group show at Galerie Antoine Ertaskiran, but this booth at Frieze is the first 
time the artist has had a solo presentation with the gallery.



















  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With scenes from never-composed narratives, intimate visions of nonexistent people, and 
humorous versions of classical painterly genres, Jane Corrigan inserts viewers into a world she 
remakes in her own image. She’s a woman creating brilliant deconstructions of artistic tradition 
in a history of male-dominated painting. 
Corrigan turns, quite logically, to parody. Take the painting The Noise Upstairs (Creep), 2015: it 
portrays a stage-set house, a fire burning at the vanishing point to provide the appropriately 
Gothic lighting, a female figure, lamp in hand, peering up a flight of stairs. The energy derives 
from horror movies, but the intrepid female investigating a mysterious noise will not be deterred, 
not even by the little demon waiting out of sight on the left. She will bring light into darkness, 
much as Corrigan dispels the spirits of the art world. 
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Spies (2016), a grand scale (70 by 55 inches) oil, captures two damsels not in distress. These 
renegade Nancy Drews are peering around trees in order to find out just what’s going on in the 
teepee the boys have erected in the backyard. They urge silence and caution on each other 
because, like Corrigan, they must use stealth to accomplish their task. 
 
A small oil, Kitchen after Hours (Doggies), 2015, conjures the world of the Dutch interior, not 
the decorous perspectives of Vermeer but the riotous chaos of Franz Hals. There are two light 
sources just to remind us of Dutch technique, but the dog is still pilfering the bone. Perhaps, this 
is the point: Corrigan must steal the scene and make it hers by recasting it in her signature style. 
To reinvent tradition, she must resort to crime. 
 
The palm-size oil sketches in a small group show at 247365 gallery (through February 7) 
continue Corrigan’s reconstruction of tradition: in Working from Observation (2012), the female 
artist dutifully paints a portrait of a skeleton, reprising the long tradition of women portraitists—
Vigée Lebrun, for instance—while reminding us that this role, too, implies a subordination of 
genius to subject. Less overt, more audacious is a brilliant still life composed of abused cheese 
and spilled milk. In this tiny gem, Corrigan rethinks Chardin’s brilliant The White Tablecloth 
(1731–32): instead of Chardin’s aftermath of lunch—spills, crumbs, and stains—Corrigan 
suggests that tradition be viewed as a compost heap: out of the rot will spring new life. Corrigan 
knows exactly what she’s doing. 	  
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In her first solo show at Kerry Schuss, the 
Canadian-born, New York-based painter Jane 
Corrigan (b. 1980) exhibited eight oil-on-
linen works (all 2014) that depict women of 
indeterminate ages wearing sporty clothing, 
such as track jackets, gym shorts or simple 
summer outfits. Six of the paintings feature 
single figures, presenting the subjects, for 
example, in a heroic stance, in repose or (in 
two cases) seated following a fall. The 
paintings have a fast and loose quality that 
effectively mirrors both the rigorous joy of 
athletics and softer, sensate experiences like 
kissing, drinking and being in an open field. 
 

In Hurt (red yellow blue) and Hurt Girl (red), blood from a wounded knee is 
rendered with a bright red blob, the artist exploiting the mimetic aspect of oil paint 
and evoking the shock of unexpected pain. In Milk, a woman in cut-off shorts and 
a white blouse raises a glass milk bottle to her mouth with both hands and 
energetically drinks. Her yellow hair blows back, interlocking with a dark olive-
green mass that moves into planes of mint green, brown and gray to make up a 
view of a country field, with a road and two white houses in the 
distance. Kiss presents two women holding hands and joined at the lips, their 
elongated features merging into one roiling organic form. The energy here is 
similar to the woman's "kiss" of the milk bottle, a private sensuality powerfully 
expressed by the swirls of entwined paint.   
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This show was a departure for Corrigan in terms of scale and subject matter. At 
New York's White Columns, in 2012, she exhibited smaller paintings (all 
approximately 20 by 22 inches) of men with bulbous facial features and 
proportions that recalled a primitive Walt Disney style. The figures were engaged 
in activities such as painting outdoors, smoking, cooking and socializing around a 
fire. Her new jump in scale (the largest work here is 47 by 31 inches) gives her 
people a greater range of personality, and also changes the viewer's relationship to 
the landscape; we can now inhabit the space instead of beholding it like a 
miniature tableau.  
 
Corrigan's alla prima (wet-into-wet) method requires timing, framing and physical 
stamina to all be in alignment for the paintings to emerge. There is a keen sense of 
theatricality, and a faith in the materiality of paint to speak for itself, as opposed to 
a view of paint as a tool for illustration. Her blunt realization of the body in a 
somewhat abstract space calls to mind artists as diverse as the 1950s Bay Area 
painter David Park, Icelandic painter Louisa Matthíasdóttir and New York-based 
Judith Linhares.  
 
Corrigan's paintings conjure a more pastoral time, with a rose-tinted sheen to faces 
and landscapes, and a subtle 1970s style to clothing and sneakers. However, her 
women escape the trap of sweetness, their anatomical proportions slightly off. In 
four small oil-on-paper works and an oil-on-linen painting in the back room, 
bodily pain was a palpable presence. The results were uncanny, as if Goya's 
torture victims had been crossed with Betty and Veronica from Archiecomics.  
 
Willem de Kooning's famous quote "flesh was the reason oil paint was invented," 
a paean to male desire embodied in the painted feminine form, has been 
reinterpreted in Corrigan's energetically painted female figures, which are 
sensually conjoined to their landscapes. The women possess a subjectivity wholly 
their own, yet are intimately connected to that of their maker.   
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The eight paintings in this show by Canadian artist Jane Corrigan offer an enticing portal into a 
wholesome world of athletics, fresh air and carefree girls, exuding an uncynical joie de vivre with 
scenes such as those of a young lady un-self-consciously chugging down a bottle of milk, and 
two others cavorting on a playing field. Corrigan’s visions are so perfect as to be impossible, 
forcing the question of what sorts of freedoms today’s young women can actually expect. 

Corrigan’s loose, brushy paint strokes set nature in motion, enlivening the subjects and their 
verdant surroundings while channeling a youthful energy that practically pulses off the canvas. 
The characters’ most notably shared feature—long untamed hair—flies upward even as the 
figures stand still, as in the case of one leggy female, wearing jogging shorts, whose wild blond 
mane rises like flames from the back of her head. You might think of her as a contemporary 
version of Botticelli’s Birth of Venus, but her hand-on-hip pose is confident, not demure, and 
there’s nary a trace of alluring curves. 

Indeed, Corrigan’s women seem asexual, even in such images as a smooching couple with their 
bodies held far apart, and a girl stretched out on the ground in a come-hither pose: Her midriff is 
exposed and her lips are puckered, but her body is as flat as a washboard. 

Not all is idyllic: Two pieces feature injured players, each clutching a bloody leg that might be 
meant to foreshadow the onset of menstruation or an end to innocence. But for the most part, 
Corrigan’s girls inhabit a utopia where beauty is relative, bodies are strong and the future is full of 
promise — Merrily Kerr 
















